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SUMMARY

Eye gaze is a key channel of non-verbal communication in humans [1–3]. Eye contact with others is present from birth [4], and eye gaze processing is crucial for social learning and adult-infant communication [5–7]. However, little is known about the effect of selectively different experience of eye contact and gaze communication on early social and communicative development. To directly address this question, we assessed 14 sighted infants of blind parents (SIBPs) longitudinally at 6–10 and 12–16 months. Face scanning [8] and gaze following [7, 9] were assessed using eye tracking. In addition, naturalistic observations were made when the infants were interacting with their blind parent and with an unfamiliar sighted adult. Established measures of emergent autistic-like behaviors [10] and standardized tests of cognitive, motor, and linguistic development [11] were also collected. These data were then compared with those obtained from a group of infants of sighted parents. Despite showing typical social skills development overall, infants of blind parents allocated less attention to adult eye movements and gaze direction, an effect that increased between 6–10 and 12–16 months of age. The results suggest that infants adjust their use of adults’ eye gaze depending on gaze communication experience from early in life. The results highlight that human functional brain development shows selective experience-dependent plasticity adaptive to the individual’s specific social environment.

RESULTS

In two eye-tracking experiments, sighted infants of blind parents (SIBPs) and control infants watched simple actions on a computer screen while their gaze direction was continuously recorded. The face-scanning task [8] involved videos of female faces displaying dynamic actions, following a baseline period in which actresses remained still. An eye-mouth index (EMI) was calculated as (looking time to the eyes /looking time to the mouth)/(total looking time to the eyes and mouth). Higher EMI reflects a higher bias to look toward an adult’s eyes. The gaze-following task [7, 9] presented a video of an actress shifting her gaze to one of two toys. We measured how frequently infants followed the adult’s gaze and how long they looked at the gazetoy after following her gaze. Frequency of communication behavior was coded during naturalistic interaction between infants with their blind mothers and separately with a sighted unfamiliar adult (i.e., experimenter). The Autism Observation Scale for Infants (AOSI) [10] was used to assess emergent autistic-like behavior, and the Mullen Scales of Early Learning (MSEL) [11] were used as a standardized assessment of general developmental ability.

A series of group (SIBPs versus controls) by visit (time 1 versus time 2) repeated-measures ANOVAs revealed that SIBPs looked at adults’ faces differently from controls. SIBPs had lower EMI when they observed dynamic faces (Figure 1A; main effect of group, F(1, 31) = 5.92, p = 0.021, ηp² = 0.16), demonstrating that they looked less at adults’ eyes relative to mouth. A similar trend was observed in the EMIs when viewing static faces, though this did not reach significance (Figure 1B; main effect of group, F(1, 32) = 4.02, p = 0.054, ηp² = 0.11). Similarly, SIBPs were less likely to fixate on the eyes before the mouth in the dynamic condition, but not in the static condition (Figures S1A and S1B). In the gaze-following task, SIBPs followed the actor’s gaze as frequently as control infants (Figure 1C; main effect of group, F(1, 35) = 1.09, p = 0.305, ηp² = 0.03), but they showed shorter looking time on the gaze-cued object than control infants (Figure 1D; main effect of group, F(1, 34) = 7.08, p = 0.012, ηp² = 0.17). These results show that SIBPs are less likely to attend to an adult’s eye movement and less likely to then use the adult’s gaze direction to control their own allocation of attention. For all of four eye-tracking measurements, neither the main effect of visit nor group by visit reached significance (all F < 2.79, all p > 0.103, all ηp² < 0.08). There was no evidence that these group differences were modulated by the amount of experience with sighted adults, such as having sighted versus blind father (see Figures S1C–S1F).

We also tested the hypothesis that these effects increase over the course of time as an infant’s cortical system matures and gains more individualized experience [12, 13]. Results suggested
that the magnitude of group differences was larger at time 2 (12–16 months old) than at time 1 (6–10 months old). At time 2, SIBPs showed significantly lower EMIs for dynamic ($t(31) = 2.63, p = 0.013, d = 0.95$) and static ($t(17.4) = 2.41, p = 0.027, d = 1.16$) face stimuli, as well as significantly shorter looking time at the gaze-cued object in the gaze-following task ($t(34) = 2.61, p = 0.013, d = 0.89$). By contrast, none of these group differences in eye-tracking measurements reached significance (all $t < 1.41$, all $p > 0.167$, all $d < 0.49$) at time 1. Further, as in the main analyses, the frequency of gaze following did not differ between groups at either visit ($t < 1.61$, all $p > 0.118$, all $d < 0.55$). However, these comparisons should be treated with caution, as neither the group by visit interaction nor the main effect of visit reached significance (all $F < 2.79$, all $p > 0.104$, all $η^2_p < 0.07$).

SIBPs did not show overall delay in social skills development at these age ranges and had similar frequency of communication behavior both with their blind parents (Figure 1E; main effect of group, $F(1, 40) = 0.04, p = 0.844, η^2_p < 0.01$) and with an unfamiliar sighted adult (Figure 1F; main effect of group, $F(1, 40) = 0.11, p = 0.743, η^2_p < 0.01$) as did controls, and they did not show elevated levels of emergent autistic-like behavior, including atypical social behavior, as coded by the AOSI (Figure 1G; no main effect of group, $F(1, 39) = 0.04, p = 0.838, η^2_p < 0.01$). These infants manifested emergent social skills between visits 1 and 2, showing more communicative behavior and less autistic-like behavior at time 2 than at time 1 (main effect of visit, all $F > 11.71$, all $p < 0.01$, all $η^2_p > 0.23$). These main effects were not modulated by group by visit interactions (all $F < 3.03$, all $p > 0.090$, all $η^2_p < 0.07$).

SIBPs also showed different general developmental profiles, as measured by MSEL, compared to controls, evidenced in a significant group by visit interaction ($F(1, 40) = 11.81, p = 0.001, η^2_p = 0.23$). At time 1, SIBPs showed significantly higher MSEL early learning composite (ELC) standard scores than control infants (Figure 1H; $t(40) = 4.51, p < 0.001, d = 1.43$), demonstrating more advanced developmental level. Follow-up analyses showed that this was mainly driven by higher Visual Reception ($t(36) = 4.98, p < 0.001, d = 1.66$) and Receptive Language ($t(34) = 5.82, p < 0.001, d = 1.99$) subscale scores. At time 2, by contrast, no group difference was observed in the ELCs (Figure 1H; $t(40) = 0.57, p = 0.570, d = 0.18$). As past studies indicated the possible relationship between language development and face scanning [8, 14, 15] or gaze...
following [9, 16], we examined whether the individual differences in receptive language score predicted the eye-tracking measures but found no such relationship between these at either visit or in either group (all $R^2 < 0.15$, all $F < 3.37$, all $p > 0.080$).

**DISCUSSION**

While a recent case series report with SIBPs concluded that the individuals described did not show significant differences in eye gaze processing with a sighted observer in either video or live interactions [17], in the present study, containing the largest sample size and density of measures reported, we demonstrate that selectively different experience in eye contact and gaze communication with the primary caregiver specifically affects the development of eye gaze processing. Infants of blind parents looked less at an adult’s eyes relative to their mouth and, further, allocated less attention to an object to which the adult was looking. The study also revealed that these effects are selective because infants of blind parents did not show differences in overall social skills development and communication behavior as assessed by the AOSI and through the coding of communication behaviors during interactions with blind parents and with sighted experimenters. SIBPs also showed typical eye gaze processing within simpler orienting tasks, such as orienting to an adult’s gaze direction. These results suggest that the developmental atypicality among infants of blind parents is restricted to attentional engagement to dynamic eye movement and to objects that are cued by direction of eye gaze. Follow-up analyses also highlighted that these group differences were small and non-significant at 6–10 months of age (Cohen’s $d = 0.37–0.48$) and only became large and significant at 12–16 months of age ($d = 0.89–1.16$), indicating that atypical experience of gaze communication does not have a major impact on initial eye gaze processing during the first year of life but rather has increasing developmental impact beyond the first birthday. However, these developmental changes need to be interpreted with caution, as neither the interaction between group and visit nor the main effect of visit reached statistical significance in our analyses.

It is important to stress that, unlike the current study, previously reported case series studies [8, 18–20], including that from our own group [17], have largely failed to identify atypicalities in social cognitive development among SIBPs. This may be partly because the key findings in the current study can only be readily detected with a conventional group comparison study and not by a less sensitive clinically oriented case series with a small sample size.

The implications of the current findings go well beyond characterizing the development of SIBPs and highlight the critical role of selective postnatal experience on functional brain development. Infants of blind parents diverged from the control group in their eye gaze processing, a result that is inconsistent with strong nativist accounts hypothesizing that the development of social information processing is to a large extent independent of postnatal experience [21]. The divergence was not generalized to overall social skills development or frequency of communication with their parents or an unfamiliar adult but is specific to attention to adults’ eyes and gaze cueing. Our findings are consistent with the affective learning viewpoint [22–24], which hypothesizes that the acquisition of eye contact and gaze communication emerges as a result of extensive exposure to the co-occurrence of eye contact and a wide variety of positive experiences through social interaction and communication [25], or the effect of social reinforcement on the development of infants’ gaze-following behavior [23, 24]. However, the emerging pattern of increasing divergence suggested by the planned comparisons at each age indicates that such an affective learning process may modulate the later-emerging specialization of such skills rather than the initial acquisition of eye gaze processing skills.

The present results are also consistent with the view that infants are born with initial predispositions to process their species-typical environment, which then also guide the later experience-dependent development of specialized cognition adaptive to the given individual environment [12, 13]. The differences in eye gaze processing we observed were of small effect size at 6–10 months of age, consistent with the claim that infants are predisposed to develop the tendency to orient toward human eyes and to follow gaze even with limited experience of gaze communication due to blindness of the primary caregiver. The large and significant group difference at 12–16 months of age is generally consistent with the later emergence of specialized development adaptive to the individual environment. However, note that we did not find significant interaction between group and visit. Data from even younger infants of blind parents are required to examine whether the initial acquisition of eye gaze processing skills is indeed typical.

The profile of overall general cognitive development we observed (as assessed by the MSEL) partly replicated our previous case series study [17]. Infants of blind parents showed significantly higher ELC scores than controls at time 1, but no group differences were found at time 2. A number of possible factors could have contributed to the group difference. At 6–10 months of age, the higher ELC scores are mainly driven by the Visual Reception subscale scores as well as the Receptive Language subscale. The test items used to assess visual reception at this age range include those related to visual attention and memory. Thus, it may be that the need to switch between visual, auditory, and tactile modes of communication enhances the development of executive attention, similar to that observed in bilingually exposed infants [26]. We further suggest that enhanced exposure to, and dependence on, auditory communication may have facilitated receptive language skills growth in this early period. Further studies will be required to investigate the general cognitive and motor skills development of infants of blind parents, including via experimental measurements that are better attuned to assess specific elements of cognitive and motor functioning.

There are several questions that merit future investigation. First, it is possible that the emerging divergence found in the SIBP group could result not only from reduced experience of eye gaze communication but also from an alternative mode of communication with blind parents that relies less on eye gaze or visual cues. In addition, further research will need to include infants of parents with alternative sensory impairments and/or adopted modes of communication, such as parents who are deaf or who have motor impairments that impact upon communication. Second, and relatedly, SIBPs might be utilizing cues afforded via more gross communicative gestures, such as
head turns, which might explain their typical development of the frequency of following gaze (measured by differential looking score [DLS]). Further studies will benefit from studying the understanding of wider range of communicative gestures in this population. Finally, it will be important to understand the longer-term developmental implications of exposure to different early social experiences for SIBPs. Will SIBPs show even more divergent pattern of eye gaze processing over the course of life, or will this become more typical when they start to engage more regularly with sighted others—adults and peers—and spend less time with their blind primary caregiver? We are currently following up the current sample to find answers to this question in the future.

To conclude, the current results show that being reared with reduced experience of eye contact and gaze behavior from the primary caregiver has a selective effect on the later development of eye gaze processing. The development of SIBPs deviates from the norm in specific aspects of the processing of dynamic eye gaze, despite an overall typical pattern of development of social skills and social communicative behavior, and this becomes more prominent at 12–16 months of age. Our results highlight the critical role of experience-dependent learning that optimizes the brain to individually different salient aspects of the social environment.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Data from 14 sighted infants (seven males) of blind mothers were included in the final analyses. SIBPs were recruited through charities, online communities of parents, and personal contacts. All the blind mothers were the infants’ primary caregivers. While the degree and the cause of visual impairment in the blind mothers varied, all had experienced profound visual impairment for at least 15 years at the time of infant testing, and the extent of their visual impairment severely affected face-to-face communication with their infants. Parent-infant dyads visited our center twice, once between 6 and 10 months (time 1, mean = 8.85, SD = 1.10) and then again between 12 and 16 months (time 2, mean = 14.28, SD = 0.88). Four additional dyads, who only completed a single visit, were not included in the analyses. A subset of the results from some of these infants (n = 5) were reported in a previous paper [17]. The assessment age points were predetermined to coincide with the availability of age-matched control data (n = 32, 14 males; time 1: mean = 8.26, SD = 0.90; time 2: mean = 14.69, SD = 1.00) from infants of sighted parents [8, 9, 27], who also took part in the British Autism Study of Infant Siblings (BASIS, http://www.basisnetwork.org/) at the Centre for Brain and Cognitive Development, Birkbeck and completed two visits. The procedure was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the School of Psychology, Birkbeck, University of London.

At each visit, infants completed two eye-tracking experiments of gaze processing and behavioral assessments of social communicative and cognitive development, and the dyads were recorded during naturalistic parent-child interaction (PCI). Data from these tasks were then compared with those from the same assessments conducted with the large group of sighted infants of sighted parents.

In the two experimental tasks, infants’ looking behavior was recorded using an eye tracker (Tobi 1750 or T120, Tobii Technology). In the two standardized assessments and the PCI, recording was via digital video camera.

In the face-scanning task [8], infants were presented with videos of female faces displaying four different dynamic sequences, each lasting approximately 16 s: (1) the eyes displayed gaze shifts (Figure 2A), (2) the mouth displayed vowel articulation movements (Figure 2B), (3) the hands positioned near the face displayed an upward to downward motion (Figure 2C), and (4) the eyes, mouth, and hands moved together displaying a “peek-a-boo” sequence (Figure 2D). Each of these was preceded by a 5-s baseline period where the face was still (Figure 2E). Pseudorandom presentation continued for a maximum of eight total trials per infant (two per sequence). Areas of interest (AOIs) were defined around the eye and mouth region. Each of eight trials was excluded if less than one second of data was accumulated. An EMI was calculated as (looking time to the eyes – looking time to the mouth)/total looking time to the eyes and mouth, EMIIs were then averaged for the static baseline period and for the dynamic period.

In the gaze-following task [7, 9], infants observed a female actor seated in front of a table with two objects on top of it, one to the left and one to the right. The actor then turned her head to look at one of the objects (Figure 2F), with the direction of gaze counterbalanced across trials. Each infant viewed 12 trials. The DLS, which is commonly used to assess gaze-following behavior [5–7], was then calculated as the difference between the number of trials in which infants first looked at the object to which the actor gazed (i.e., the congruent object) and the trials in which infants looked at the other (i.e., incongruent object). The number of incongruent trials was subtracted from the number of congruent trials, which was then divided by the sum of two types of trial to derive the DLS. To measure infants’ attention to the congruent object, we averaged looking time on this object during those trials when the infant successfully followed the actor’s gaze (i.e., looked first toward the congruent object).

Short periods of naturalistic PCI were video recorded in the lab. Dyads were given a box containing a small number of age-appropriate toys, and parents were asked to play as they normally would at home, using the toys if desired. Infant communication behaviors were later coded across a 6-min sample of the interaction, beginning when the researchers left the area and hid behind a curtain and the parent and infant were left alone to play. Each infant communication act was identified and coded based on the social communication protocol of Clifford et al. [28], resulting in a count of the total number of communication events directed toward the parent (including initiations and responses and whether signaled verbally or non-verbally). Coding of all footage was undertaken by two independent raters, blind to all information about participants (including group membership, age at visit, and all other data collected) and to the study aims and hypotheses. Inter-rater reliability was assessed for a random sample of control infants (17 clips) as well as the SIBP footage (10 clips), which was excellent (intra-class correlation coefficient [ICC] = 0.91).

The AOSI [10] is a semi-structured play assessment with an unfamiliar adult, originally designed to assess early behavioral atypicality in infants at familial high risk of autism. This was administered given reports of the increased
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(A–E) Illustrations of actor’s movements in eye movement (A), mouth movement (B), hand movement (C), peek-a-boo (coordinated movement of eyes, mouth, and hands) (D), and still face (E) in face-scanning task.

(F) Head turn to an object in gaze-following task.
prevalence of autistic-like behaviors in blind children [29] and in children who have experienced severe environmental adversity in their early development [30]. We video recorded the AOSI assessments and analyzed 6-min samples within the free play periods to code the communication behavior between infants and the sighted adult examiner using the same protocol for coding PCI. As in PCI, the video footage was coded by a blinded independent rater, and subset of clips (3 clips of SIBPs and 13 clips of controls) were again double coded to check inter-rater reliability, which was very high (ICC = 0.83).

The MSEL [11] is a standardized, direct assessment of verbal and non-verbal abilities for children aged from birth to 6 years. It was used to assess the general developmental level of infants at each visit. Scores across four domains—Visual Reception, Fine Motor, Receptive Language, and Expressive Language—are combined to yield an overall ELC (M = 100, SD = 15).

All data were analyzed with a series of repeated-measures mixed-factorial ANOVAs with group (SIBPs versus controls) as a between-participants factor and visit (time 1 at 6–10 months old versus time 2 at 12–16 months old) as a within-participant factor. Individual data points that were either below (the first quartile – 1.5 × inter-quartile range [IQR]) or above (the third quartile + 1.5 × IQR) were removed from analyses as outliers, following Tukey [31]. When the assumption of homogeneity of variance was not supported, we corrected the statistics accordingly. We also removed individuals with missing data points from each ANOVA.
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